
Light bright on Hanukkah

Night, take a picture of this

site.

Blue and white waving with

might, take a picture of this

site.

In remembrance of lives lost,
take a moment and pause,

reflect on those who paid the
ultimate cost.

It's not one, two, or three,

but all that we try to be.

Find the sign that reflects

what we are experiencing

in the current time.

Time to use your Hebrew skills
and mind! The words "house of
peace" are what you need to

find.

8 branches in stone where

this building calls home.

Three congregations have

called this site home, find

the marker made of stone.

A special space for a

special voice, with our

Emerita we rejoice.

1301 Springdale Rd, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

1901 Kresson Rd, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

115 Evesboro - Medford Rd, Marlton, NJ 08053

1925 Kresson Rd, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

850 Evesham Rd, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003

8000 Main St, Voorhees Township, NJ 08043

Driving Addresses

A game that is loved by all,
find the sign for something

played in our hall.

Inside this building, water

streams and makes you feel

serene.

It's not a yellow brick road you
should walk, but a path made of
a certain kind of Israeli block.

A hand or a chair put together

with care. Take picture of the

art that will be a great start

It's not a cone but a _____.

Take a picture of this shape

that is 3D - for us to see!

How many days do we

count the Omer for?

Lag B'Omer falls on what

day of the Omer?

Give yourself 1 point

per stained glass

window you find

These look up to the sun to

provide power for everyone.

This Star of David shape

allows flowers to grow and

drape.

Bonus Lag B'Omer Trivia

3 Pts per correct answer


